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Abstract
The rise of social media usage and online marketing has prompted a dramatic increase in the
collection and utilization of personal data; many companies as well as academic institutions
have utilized the vast influx of data to create machine learning models to predict and investi-
gate the behaviour of users and populations. As a result, there has been significant concerns
regarding the risk to personal privacy and security that stem from this widespread data col-
lection and analysis. To help protect against adversarial parties obtaining access to personal
information, many methods have been proposed both to protect sensitive data being stored,
as well as performing data analysis in a privacy-preserving context. This work catalogues
several methods for privacy-aware data science, beginning with outlining algorithms and best-
practices for protecting stored sensitive data and then performing an investigative review of
the top contending mechanisms for privacy-enforcing machine learning models. Classifica-
tion models are constructed using both (ε, δ)-differentially private as well as α-locally private
stochastic gradient descent optimizers; the impact of the privacy parameters on the quality
of predictive analysis is investigated. All code used in the experiments is made available
in the appendix, together with permissively licensed instructional code in Apache Spark as
databricks notebooks to facilitate further work.
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1 Introduction
The collection of data containing personal information on individuals is of great interest to
many. Scientific fields, such as medical research and social sciences benefit greatly from hav-
ing detailed descriptions of the individuals that are part of their studies, while commercial
entities have long found great success in customizing advertising and marketing to specific
audiences. Targeted advertising, in particular, is made possible due to gathering information
regarding people and their habits. However, this data may be considered sensitive, as such
data may include information that a person does not wish to reveal for integrity reason, as
well as data that poses a security risk to the person if it is exposed to adversarial parties.
This places a significant responsibility on those parties responsible for collecting and storing
data, and it is therefore highly important that parties that gather and utilize data are aware
and take measures against possible violations of personal privacy that may occur. A key dif-
ficulty in the task of providing proper protection to individuals is that privacy is not a clearly
defined concept in statistical or personal terms, meaning that what constitutes a breach of
privacy for one type of data may not for another type; an example being how certain types
of financial data does not need the same privacy guarantees as personal data [15]. As such,
protections and their specific implementations may vary considerably, with task specific and
business exclusive approaches dominating, yet a few more general definitions of privacy has
emerged. One such definition is k-anonymity, coming about as a response to privacy vulner-
abilities discovered in pseudonymized data [2]. k-anonymity aims to protect against joining
attacks that seek to link sensitive information to individuals by combining datasets that on
their own do not reveal sensitive information. k-anonymity has seen significant study and
utilization in medical data; Emam et.al [3] studied the re-identification risks of k-anonymized
datasets for use on publicized medical data and Belsis et. al [6] provides a clustering-based
anonymity scheme based on k-anonymity for wireless sensor networks in medicine. Newton
et. al [5] has also studied the usage of an extension of k-anonymity to protect de-identifying
images of faces by keeping facial features roughly the same but preventing the use of current
facial recognition software for identification. As noted by Emam et. al [3], k-anonymity may
lead to over-anonymization, where the information lost by anonymizing the data negatively
affects utility.

Most notable among the suggested approaches to defining privacy in a quantitative sense
for use in modern data science is differential privacy, proposed by Dwork et. al [8]. This
approach involves quantifying to which degree an algorithm working on two datasets that
differ in a single entry varies in its output; an algorithm for which the inclusion/exclusion
of any one entry does not meaningfully impact the result is considered private. This is thus
a view of privacy from a data analysis perspective, where one attempts to prevent derived
statistics from a dataset to be reverse engineered to reveal sensitive information. Since this is
a strictly quantitative approach, an exact degree of privacy protection can be provided, and
utilizing additive noise mechanisms (see section 5.2) an algorithm can be privatized to any
desired degree. Differential privacy is well suited for numerical applications and is utilized and
researched by major technological companies such as Apple [9], Google [10] and Microsoft [5].

In modern data mining applications, the central question of privacy is the conflict between
the incentives to gather significant high-resolution data, and the risk that an individual in the
dataset is exposed to by being included. This trade-off is the center of this work, to study to
what extent the quality of data analysis is impacted by the introduction of privacy-preserving
mechanisms. Many privacy-preserving mechanisms in use currently employ a randomized
transformation approach, and the parameters of the randomization is going to greatly affect
both the statistical utility of the results and the risk to the individual in terms of loss of
privacy. The main approaches will be investigated with experiments conducted to demon-
strate the effectiveness and drawbacks of these privacy mechanisms. First, this work discusses
data gathering and storage privacy, how to effectively use pseudonymization techniques for
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basic data storage and the application of privacy-enforcing techniques such as k-anonymity.
Further, this work investigates variants of differential privacy, specifically through the view
of machine learning methods such as binary classification as well as traditional statistical
methods such as mean estimation.

Since protecting sensitive data from adversarial parties is necessarily an interdisciplinary
field, involving data storage, network architecture, data pipelines and statistical analysis, the
proposed methods vary significantly depending on the type of adversary the data is to be
protected from and the application at hand. As such there is rarely a “catch-all“ method
for privacy protection and anyone looking to protect information in their dataset should em-
ploy appropriate methods based on what the intended use and application-specific needs are.
There is a significant difference in the needs of a data-holder who needs to store accurate
sensitive information in their system, such as medical professionals, and a holder who is only
interested in distributional properties of the data, such as data analysts. Predictive analysis
falls somewhere in between these two categories, since accurate input/output relationships
are crucial for strong predictive models. This is discussed in section 6. This work aims to
catalogue and provide an overview of the most utilized and tested current methods available
to both data holders as well as data analysts, and evaluate the performance and possible
effects of their application.

2 Background & Related Works
An early suggested approach to privacy-preserving statistics was the randomized response
technique proposed by Warner (1965), where participants in a survey were presented with two
dichotomous statements and to agree or disagree to one of these questions; which question
is answered is then the result of a random event on the side of the data subject, which
remains unknown to the interviewer. This would ensure reasonable doubt regarding to what
information any single individual actually provided, while maintaining the statistical utility
of the data, since the random event deciding the question has a known distribution and the
proportion of false answers can be computed, but it is not possible to determine if any one
respondent was truthful or not. The process with improvements by Greenberg et.al [35] is
as follows; present a data subject with a yes/no question and the subject flips a coin. If
the coin comes up tails, then the subject should respond truthfully. Otherwise, the subject
flips the coin again and is to respond “yes“ if it comes up heads, else respond “no“. This
approach means that any answer given will be the true answer with probability 0.75, either
by truthful statements or accident. However, the probability of a truthful answer given a
specific outcome is only 0.6̄. The procedure thus ensures a reasonable statistical utility,
while giving individuals the ability to plausibly deny that the answers linked with them are
accurate. This may be important in survey questions regarding possibly illegal behaviour, or
sensitive information such as political affiliation and medical history. Throughout the 1990s,
the usage of data mining made possible by both the increase in computational power as well
as the inter-connectedness of companies and their users through the internet and the rise of
e-commerce saw exponential growth, and concerns were raised on the privacy impact of this
phenomenon [16]. In 2000 Agrawal et. al [17] investigated the effects of perturbing individual
data points for aggregated analysis in the construction of a decision tree classifier; the central
idea being to preserve the distribution of the data rather than the individual values associated
to persons.

One of the most cited works in privacy-preserving mechanisms is the work first published
in 1998 by Sweeney et. al in defining k-anonymity, expanded upon in [2]. In one of the first
attempts at quantifying privacy from a data centred view, a table is said to be k-anonymous
if no combination of attributes can be selected to give fewer than k rows. This work is
highly significant in the field of storing sensitive data, and will be discussed in detail in
3.0.2. Algorithms to enforce k-anonymity in a given table mainly focus on reducing the
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resolution of the data in order to decrease the frequency of unique field values to make any
adversarial attacker unable to make distinction between individuals included in a dataset;
down to a degree of k. The approach is not without flaws, in particular if the dataset
contains fields with sensitive information that does not have a varied distribution, then even
a k-anonymized table will not be sufficient. A trivial example would be any dataset where
the sensitive attribute only contains a single value; just the knowledge that an individual is
included in this dataset would be enough to divulge information on the subject. A suggested
remedy to this inherent flaw of k-anonymity is presented in [22] with l-diversity; extending
existing k-anonymity algorithms to ensure that sensitive attributes have a sufficiently diverse
distribution of values.

In an attempt to enforce privacy into analytical algorithms themselves rather than just
the data that is being operated upon, in a landmark 2006 paper [8], Dwork et. al presented
the framework of ε-differential privacy as a mathematical formulation of the privacy of an
algorithm using randomized data as input. This definition of privacy has been widely adopted
by companies such as Apple [9] and Google [10]; its strength being ease of implementation
and direct measure of the enforced degree of privacy. Expanding on the ideas presented in
[17], here the view on privacy is that any algorithm working on the dataset should not behave
significantly different if any one individual is removed from the dataset, thus offering plausible
deniability for any individuals inclusion in the dataset. This view provides a quantitative
approach to privacy, in that the degree of protection/obfuscation is directly contained in
the privacy parameter ε. Differential privacy is discussed in detail in section 5.1 and direct
applications are discussed in 6. Much of modern research involve applications in which
machine learning and AI are key components; such as constructing open-source frameworks
for AI intensive systems [18], protecting against model inversion attacks [19], where the
training data/machine learning model relationship are not one-way, as well as applying the
concepts from differential privacy to graph-based query tasks [20]. With the widespread use
of deep learning models in machine learning applications, a natural avenue is considered in
[10] where an (ε, δ)-differentially private stochastic gradient descent scheme is constructed.
The construction makes use of both additive noise applied to the gradient estimator, as well
as clipping the gradient estimate on each iteration; the intent being that no single data point
should influence the estimator too much, a clear analogy of the original ideas of differential
privacy.

A different approach to differential privacy is taken in locally private analysis [1], reviving
the ideas of Warner in a continuous setting, exploring to what extent the data can be kept
private even from the researchers themselves, and if properties of asymptotic statistics can be
utilized to preserve statistical utility as well as quantify any information lost in the privatizing
procedure. This approach is one of the main topics of this work and is discussed further in
5.3. The technique, based around defining mechanisms that enforce a variant on differential
privacy on the data itself before processing, bridges the gap between data centred privacy
metrics such as k-anonymity and the algorithm focused approach of traditional differential
privacy. As will be discussed, the mechanisms involved will be constructed in a less general
sense; each privacy mechanisms tailored to the learning problem at hand, rather than a broad
sweeping technique. The advantages gained are that these privacy protecting mechanisms
preserve statistical utility to a much greater extent, while providing the same levels of privacy.
The work in [1] details algorithms and strategies for common statistical tasks such as mean
& median estimation and the formulation of locally differentially private generalized linear
models, these methods are explored in this work in section 8 and the behaviour of a binary
classification model under local differential privacy optimization is explored and compared to
the previously mentioned differentially private optimizer presented in [10].

A modern interpretation of the randomized response technique suggested by Warner is given
in the Google RAPPOR system [13], where client-side randomized response is implemented
by randomized bit-switching on information transmitted from the user. This means that, on
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aggregate, the information sent from a large collection of users remains reasonably accurate,
but the true value of the data input from any one individual will not be revealed. The ap-
proach intends to enable large-scale data mining for aggregate analysis with privacy being
enforced on a individual level. This eliminates the need for a trusted third party to act as a
safeguard between a user and the data collector and offers a high degree of customization to
the users privacy wishes by tuning parameters.

In exploring the different ways of providing and enforcing privacy protection, verification
that the chosen framework actually provides the intended/advertised protection is crucial;
research into Apple MacOS 10.12 has led to the claim that the privacy loss parameters are con-
siderably higher than to be expected [21] and does not offer the privacy protection users may
expect. Similarly, methods applied without due diligence into the realities of the application
may result in vulnerabilities, such as information being divulged even though k-anonymity
is enforced [22]. A notable case was when the company Netflix issued a open challenge for
the public to construct a predictive filtering algorithm for predicting user ratings of their
content, publishing user data in the process. This data had been anonymized beforehand,
yet researchers were able to link this information to other publicly available data and as such
identify individuals in the published dataset [23]. Perhaps the most notable and highly pub-
licized breach of privacy was the Facebook/Cambridge Analytica scandal in 2018 when data
was harvested by the company Cambridge Analytica from people’s Facebook profiles through
a third-party application. The harvesting was done without the consent or even knowledge of
the data subjects to extract and exploit information on as many as 87 million users [40]. The
vulnerabilities of such a widely utilized platform such as Facebook to these privacy incur-
sions caused a significant public interest in the practice of data mining and possible privacy
violations; the enactment of the General Data Protection Regulation Act in the European
Union took several steps to force companies operating in the EU to follow protocols for en-
suring the privacy of personal data and the proper handling of sensitive information. The
impact of this legislation to data science and machine learning models is discussed in section 4.

A proposed “silver bullet“ to the problem of personal privacy in data science is the field
of fully homomorphic encryption. An encryption algorithm that satisfies this is one that may
fully encrypt an input piece of data, while retaining all of the relevant statistical properties of
the data, rendering any analysis performed on the encrypted dataset indistinguishable from
analysis performed on the original data. A significant breakthrough in this field was when
Gentry [37] showed that such a technique was attainable in principle, and further work to
create workable implementations applicable to broader categories of datasets is ongoing, see
[38], [39]. The progress made in [38] is particularly noteworthy, in that a significant drawback
of many of the algorithms currently developed is the large computational effort to encrypt
even comparatively small datasets, with much effort being devoted to speeding up computa-
tions, see for instance the proposed improvements to the HELib* library developed by IBM
in [41].

2.1 Contributions In This Work

This work aims to both catalogue the most common methods of enforcing privacy measures
to both data collection and storage, as well as data analysis. Further, the aim is to provide
the necessary background and guides for implementation of the methods discussed, allow-
ing any data scientist or engineer interested in privacy enforcing techniques to apply these
methods in their own work. As such, the work is divided in to two major sections; the first
provides an overview of pseudonomyation procedures for data sanitization, as well as a guide
to the incognito algorithm which enforces K-anonymity to a given table. The second part
chronicles (ε, δ)-privacy enforcing methods as well as α-locally private estimation approaches.
These methods are then compared and contrasted in terms of impact to the quality of anal-
ysis that they impose. The problems considered here are classical and central to any field
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involving statistical analysis: mean estimation in single and higher dimensions, as well as the
construction of privacy-enforcing optimization procedures. The latter are then used to con-
struct private binary classification models, which are ubiquitous throughout machine learning
applications.

As a central part of this work lies in the practical implementations of the methods discussed,
the code used for the experiments is made available in the appendix. The implementations
and experiments where performed using the Apache Spark distributed computing framework
via the databricks community edition platform, using the programming language Scala as it
is native to the Apache Spark engine.

3 Privacy in Data Collection & Storage
A large part of privacy preservation in data science is ensuring that the data is not meaning-
fully accessible to adversarial parties. This involves both ensuring that unauthorized users
may not access the raw data, but also that if the data is accessed that the possible dam-
age done to individuals with information in the dataset is minimized. This may be done
in different ways; one can obscure sensitive information by changing data values, providing
inaccurate information to attackers, or by hiding the identities of the persons in the set so
that sensitive information may not be linked to any individual. The first approach involves
reducing the resolution of the data, and thus decreasing the utility of any analysis performed
and the second approach is difficult, due to the large number of attributes (and combinations
of such) that may be utilized to identify an individual. The central issue lies in the difficulty
of handling direct and quasi-identifiers. Direct identifiers such as names, social numbers and
similar can be handled in a straightforward manner and is the subject of section 3.0.1. Quasi-
identifiers are however a significantly harder problem; these are the attributes which may be
combined together to identify an individual. Generally methods to handle quasi-identifiers
are based on reducing data resolution, the most well-known of which is enforcing k-anonymity
[2]. Here the goal is to prevent identification by ensuring that anyone with access to the full
detailed database may only reduce by attributes down to at least k individuals.

3.0.1 Pseudonymization

A significant amount of individual privacy can be gained by data holders providing pseudonymiza-
tion of any direct identifiers present in a dataset. This is made possible by observing that while
direct identifiers are associated with the highest privacy risks, they are often not particularly
relevant in a statistical context outside of uniquely identifying observations in a dataset. By
replacing any such direct identifiers with suitably chosen pseudonyms, the threat of privacy
breaches by unauthorized access to the raw data is lessened while maintaining statistical util-
ity. In 2017, the European Union passed the General Data Protection Regulation [45] that
aims to give individuals increased privacy protection when they have their data collected, and
the GDPR demands that pseudonymization be the default for handling any direct identifiers
in personal data.

Providing proper pseudonymization involves several factors. At the very least it should be
secure in the sense that any pseudonym generated should not be easily reversible to obtain the
original identity. For a more detailed discussion on the use of pseudonymization procedures
on large datasets and its relation to the GDPR, see [44]. As for the practicalities of imple-
mentation, Simeonov & Victoroff [24] proposed the use of hash functions, in particular one
resilient to attacks such as SHA-256, and to make use of as much of the observation as pos-
sible in generating the pseudonym to ensure a low collision rate. However, simply replacing
identifiers with hashes is not sufficient to guarantee privacy protection due to the possibility
of an adversary applying so called rainbow attacks [25], which map personal identifiers to
the hashed values. This is a weakness of using a well-known hash function, and so in order
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Figure 1: A flowchart depicting the pseudonymization procedure. Personal data is serialized
to provide consistent pseudonymization and then hashed by a secure destructive hash function.
The resulting hash is then encrypted using a symmetric-key scheme where the key is kept by
the data holder. Additionally, distributing subsets of the data, partner specific encryptions
may be performed with separate keys to prevent joining attacks.

to remedy this it has been proposed to utilize symmetric-key encryption algorithms, such as
AES-128, in order to protect against common attacks on hash tables. These encrypted val-
ues become the pseudonyms used in by the data holder in the set, and since the data holder
knows both the hash function used and should have access to the key used in encryption,
the data holder when given a direct identifier may search against the database to discover
what information is being held on any particular individual; this is a functionality required
by the GDPR [45](Art. 15) and so any data holder operating in the European Union must
support this functionality. Figure 1 shows the outline of a pseudonymization procedure in
line with the proposals in [44], with implementation as suggested by Simeonov & Victoroff.
The procedure can be extended via multi-party encryption, to allow for a trusted user to
distribute subsets of the data to other parties who are not trusted to view the full data. This
extension uses separate keys for each encryption, and prevents datasets being joined together
to obtain additional information that was not intended to be released. A full implementation
of this procedure is constructed and made available in the appendix of this paper.

3.0.2 k-anonymity

k-anonymity was originally proposed in [2], with the purpose of handling the privacy risks that
occur when handling structured data. In a given dataset, certain combinations of attribute
values may be less frequent, and it is shown that these infrequent combinations may be cross-
referenced with other sources of data to identify individuals even if none of the attributes
are themselves directly identifying. By gathering anonymized medical data and joining this
together with public voting records, Sweeney was able to positively identify individuals and
connect them to the corresponding medical information. The suggested approach to address
this weakness is by a hierarchical attribute model; by lowering the resolution of the attributes
and replacing them with values from a superset such that sufficiently many entries are no
longer differentiable; no individual has a unique combination of attributes. The lowest number
of individuals sharing a set of attributes is the degree of anonymity, denoted by k. While
checking if a dataset satisfies k-anonymity is straightforward, determining optimal value
suppression to minimize information loss and enforce k-anonymity has been shown to be NP-
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Figure 2: Examples of domain hierarchies for attributes: gender and birthdate.

complete [14]. Methods for enforcing k-anonymity thus tend to be greedy algorithms, focusing
on providing a fixed degree of privacy k with approximate optimality with respect to retaining
accuracy; an example of such is given in [26] where, for multidimensional numeric data, an
algorithm that provides O(k) in the worst case is constructed. In 2005 LeFevre et. al proposed
the incognito algorithm[27] for transforming a dataset into multiple k-anonymized datasets
where the optimal candidate may be chosen based on user criteria. As is common with
implementations of k-anonymizing procedures, the algorithm makes use of domain hierarchies,
such as the ones in fig 2. The incognito algorithm works by first constructing directed graphs
for each of the possible domain hierarchies made possible through all the combinations of
quasi-identifier attributes. For instance, if one has the data (Male, 1970-01-22) this could
either be generalized as (Gender, 1970-01-22) or (Male, 1970-01-*).

Algorithm 1: Incognito Algorithm for k-anonymity

Input: Table T , set of n quasi-identifier attributes Q, and dimension tables for each
attribute in Q.

• Define C0 = {Nodes in the domain hierarchy graph} and
E0 = {Edges in the domain hierarchy graph}

• For each 0 ≤ i ≤ n do

– Copy Ci → Si

– Let roots = {All nodes in Ci with no edges directed towards them in Ei}
– Insert the roots into a queue, sorting by ascending height in the tree.
– While the queue is not empty:

∗ Let node be the first item removed from the queue.
∗ Check each attribute in node for k-anonymity against T by computing the
frequencies when selecting by each attribute.

∗ If T is k-anonymous with the respect to the attributes of node, then mark
all of nodes which are generalizations of node. Else delete node from Si, and
place its generalization in the queue ordered by height.

– End While

• Create the graph Ci+1, Ei+1 from Si, Ei.

• End For

• Return The graph Cn, En of k-anonymous generalizations of T .
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The algorithm can be studied via a simple example. Consider a table with the attributes
birth date (B) and zip code (Z). Denote a domain generalization hierarchy as Bi < Bi+1

for each attribute (for instance, if B0 is the full birth date, then B1 could be the birth year
and month). Suppose the following graph model holds for the domain hierarchies of a table
T with attributes Q = (B,Z) and dimension tables B = (B0, B1) , Z = (Z0, Z1, Z2) which
denote the superset hierarchy of each attribute.

Figure 3: Graph model of domain hierarchy displaying the various levels of attribute pairs
that are tested for K-anonymity in the incognito algorithm.

This graph is the initial starting point for the algorithm. It proceeds by constructing
a queue, based on height for each of the roots (here defined as nodes that have no edges
directed at them), so the initial queue would consist of node 1. The table T is then checked
to be k-anonymous with respect to each attribute in node 1. If that is the case, then each of
the nodes that node 1 has a directed edge also have this property, and are thus marked as
not to be checked. Node 1 is then removed from the graph, and we proceed with the queue.
The output is the projection of Cn unto the table T , representing a k-anonymized version of
T . There exists several open source implementations of this algorithm in languages such as
Python, Java and Scala.

However, k-anonymity is not without weaknesses, as demonstrated in [22]. There it is shown
that using a relatively low level of supplementary information, such as merely knowing that
an individual is included in a dataset, sensitive information may be uncovered even if the data
has been k-anonymized. This is explained through the concept l-diversity, showing that if the
distribution of the sensitive attributes is not sufficiently diverse then information cannot be
protected regardless of anonymization. For a simple example, consider an adversary trying
to find the medical diagnosis of a patient through anonymized admission records where all
the adversary knows is that the individual is included in the records. If all the admissions
that day share the same diagnosis, then the adversary trivially knows the diagnosis of the
targeted individual. Enforcing l-diversity means ensuring that there are at least l different
values for the sensitive fields. Fortunately, many algorithms that provides k-anonymity may
be modified to provide l-diversity by modifying the condition to reduce the resolution of a
field if there are fewer than l unique values occurring.
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4 The Implications of GDPR to Data Science
The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [45] was enacted by the European Union
parliament and went into effect as of May 25 2018. The act puts it into law that the holder
of data and those who utilize data is responsible for its safekeeping by enforcing certain best-
practices regarding the storage and protection of the data. The effect on private enterprises
and academic institutions is that anyone not following these directives may be subject to
significant fines. This section aims to summarize the suggested practices, in order to achieve
GDPR compliant data handling. This will be done in part by using the techniques discussed
in section 3.0.1. In practice, the practices enforced by the GDPR may broken down into 3
categories.

1) Data Protection & Records of Processing: The GDPR specifies that by de-
sign data must be protected and encryption should be done locally, not utilizing any outside
service. Whenever the data is processed, records must be kept of the processing done, its
purpose, what data was utilized and a projected time plan for how long the result will be
used. The procedure outlined in 3.0.1 is designed to meet these criteria as long as the process
is sufficiently logged.

2) Pseudonymization & The Right Of Access: The GDPR stipulates that the data
holder must provide proper protection on identifiers in the form of pseudonymization. A
(direct) identifier is any attribute that can be used to directly identify an individual in your
dataset, such as names & social numbers. As discussed, the purpose of pseudonymization is
to address the fact that rarely do data holders need direct identifiers to perform analysis, and
so aims to enforce that each such identifier is to be replaced with a pseudonym, useful only
to distinguish members of a dataset from each other. Another principle of the legislation is
that any individual in the dataset should at any time be able to query the holder on what
information is being kept about them. Combining these two principles, it becomes clear that
the pseudonymization must be carried out in such a way that it is effective, but also (par-
tially) reversible, at least to an extent that given an identifier we can find what information
is being kept on this subject. All of these principles are addressed by the implementation in
section 3.0.1.

3) The Right Of Erasure: The subject included in a dataset also has the right to at any
time request for their data to be removed. This is yet another reason why a pseudonymiza-
tion procedure must be query-able to locate the information kept on a certain individual,
and that the pseudonyms cannot be purely destructive. However, this act of removal poses
its own risks in terms of exposure as discussed in 5.1. It is worth noting here that the right
of erasure is a limited right, meaning that the data holder does not always have to comply.
Below is a list of instances when deleting the data is not necessary:

• The personal data your company/organisation holds is needed to exercise the right of
freedom of expression

• There is a legal obligation to keep that data

• For reasons of public interest (for example public health, scientific, statistical or histor-
ical research purposes

Notably, this excludes any purely commercial operations, so any private companies wishing
to be GDPR compliant must follow the directives as stated and remove any individuals as
they request it. It is as of yet unclear in the legislation on whether models trained on a
certain dataset would need to be re-trained if an individual chooses to be excluded from the
data. Additionally, there is the question regarding the demand on transparency in models
and degree of explanation that must be provided to a data subject regarding any decision
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making process involving an algorithm. As many machine learning models operate effectively
as a “black box“, often very little can be said to explain the nature of the decisions made
by a deep learning model. These issues have been thoroughly debated; [42] points out that
“...the GDPR only mandates that data subjects receive meaningful, but properly limited,
information (Articles 13–15).“ To quote Article 22.3 of the GPDR:

“..the data controller shall implement suitable measures to safeguard the data
subject’s rights and freedoms and legitimate interests, at least the right to obtain
human intervention on the part of the controller, to express his or her point of
view and to contest the decision“.

Here it is implied that the focus should be on an individuals right to have human interven-
tion on their behalf in any automated decision making process, rather than receiving a full
explanation of the internal logic of a machine learning model. As such, anyone who uses such
models either in enterprise or in academic pursuits should prepare the appropriate measures
to intervene and provide a reasonable personal arbitration in automated decision making
models.

5 Privacy-Preserving Methods in Data Analysis
While privacy concerns are natural when it comes to the gathering and storing of personal
data, a more subtle but equally important area to address is the one of individual privacy in
releasing statistics derived from personal data. A simple example of such a risk is releasing
aggregate statistics with a certain frequency; for example, a workplace publishing every
year the number of employees that have children. Then any new hire is going to have
the information on whether or not they have children revealed about them due to how the
statistic changes for that year. The insight that statistics and models that have been released
may be reverse engineered to gain information about the persons whose data the model has
been trained on is at the center of much concern and research. The ubiquity of machine
learning algorithms working on vast quantities of data means great care must be taken to
ensure that these models protect privacy in an effective way. As mentioned, an early work
describing the dangers of model inversion attacks was [19], where numerical data points were
perturbed by random noise, and the original distribution was then approximated through
this distorted lens. The idea was that data may be perturbed as it is collected, meaning
that the data holder would never have the ’true’ data to begin with, and would instead just
have altered data which do not accurately reflect the underlying individual. However, if the
original distribution may be adequately approximated then all the distributional properties
may be preserved. This idea has become quite central to the study of private algorithms.
Differential privacy [8], which is the subject of much of this work, is based on perturbing
the results of an algorithm, rather than the input, and the work in [1] constructs min/max
optimal estimators for perturbed data. The concerns on preventing a model to be reverse
engineered is also of legal interest. In particular, as mentioned in 4, privacy regulations in the
E.U (Art. 5 GDPR) stipulate that 1) personal data on an individual must be removed if it is
no longer of use, and 2) that an individual has a limited right to be removed from the dataset
on their request (Art.17 GDPR). As mentioned, merely reporting result of computations
before and after an individual is added or removed from a dataset might reveal information
on that individual by how their data changes the outcome. It is clear that the problem of
privacy protection must be considered from two fronts; both data storage as well as data
processing.

5.1 Differential Privacy

In order to create privacy protecting frameworks for statistical analysis, it is necessary to have
a formulation of privacy in probabilistic terms. Dwork et.al [2] put forward the concept of
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differential privacy, a mathematical formulation of privacy that has since been widely utilized
[7][8][9].

Definition 1: Let D1 & D2 be two datasets that differ on at most one element, and let
M be a randomized algorithm and S be a subset of the outcome space of M. Then for a
real number ε ≥ 0, M is said to be ε-differentially private if

P

(
M(D1) ∈ S

)
≤ eεP

(
M(D2) ∈ S

)
(1)

In practice, differential privacy puts a bound on how much the probability distribution
function of M may vary on datasets that differ on a single entry, effectively quantifying the
degree to which the exclusion or inclusion of any one particular individual affects the be-
haviour of M. The relevance of this concept to individual privacy is the assumption that
simply being included in a dataset is a risk to an individuals privacy, regardless of the data, so
for statistical purposes the best form of privacy would be an algorithm whose outcome does
not significantly vary with any individuals inclusions. While this property may already hold
for robust estimators on large datasets, in particular for real valued mechanisms M, many
datasets do not (consider for instance the two sets {0} and {1} with mean value estimation).
The obfuscation of each individuals contribution to statistical outcomes provides ’reasonable
doubt’ on any conclusions derived from any statistical results regarding the properties on
any individual. The relative ease of implementations (see section 6.2, as well as the ability
to quantify the information lost, makes differential privacy the leading candidate in charac-
terizing privacy matters in statistical analysis.

The privacy parameter ε dictates to which degree the algorithm is affected by the contents
of the data, with small ε giving a high degree of privacy. In practice this is often treated as a
user chosen parameter, so that for a desired estimator M, a new estimator M′ is derived that
satisfies definition 2 for the chosen ε. This is first presented in [8] by M being a mean value
estimator and M′ being the estimated mean value with added random noise, the spread of
which depends on the privacy parameter. The “noisy“ estimator then satisfies def. 2 and can
be utilized for analysis. As will be shown in section 8, this noisy estimation is not without
drawbacks, as it clearly decreases the convergence rate for estimators as a function of sample
size.

Since differential privacy, as originally proposed, is a technique for sanitizing algorithms,
it does not provide any privacy protection on the data itself, only ensuring that reverse en-
gineering an algorithm’s outcome cannot be done to expose sensitive information. This issue
is addressed in the extension of differential privacy by Duchi et. al [1] in local differential
privacy. Here the aim is to provide a framework for differential privacy on a data level, so
that the data is made private for even the researcher performing analysis. This approach will
be discussed further in section 6.3. As a generalization of differential privacy, it is common
to require def. 1 is satisfied within a constant δ ≥ 0, i.e

P

(
M(D1) ∈ S

)
≤ eεP

(
M(D2) ∈ S

)
+ δ (2)

This extension, known as (ε, δ)-differential privacy, extends the range of possible mechanisms
that can be used to privatize an algorithm, allowing that mechanisms that satisfy 1 with
probability δ. Most notably it makes it possible to use the Gaussian additive noise model,
see section 6.3.

5.2 Additive Noise Models

One of the main ways of practically enforcing differential privacy to a specified degree ε is
the addition of noise to the output of the estimator, and this was the approach used in [8].
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As will be shown, if noise is added in a way such that the variance is dependent on the
privacy parameter then the resulting “noisy“ estimator satisfies definition 2. In selecting a
distribution to sample from for the noise, there are a few considerations to be had:

1) Symmetry: The noise added should be sampled from a symmetric distribution, so as
not to skew the data in any direction.

2) ε-Dependent Variance: Having the spread of the noise distribution depend on the
privacy parameter ensures that the noise scales with the desired privacy requirement.

3) Sensitivity: As will be discussed below, for a given dataset D, it should be noted how
the output of the algorithm M varies with each data entry, to better calibrate the noise to
the variance of M.

The symmetry condition is important as the goal is to add noise in such a way that no
useful information can be derived from the output of an algorithm on the data about the
data itself, but we still want the conclusions drawn about the aggregate data to be accurate.

Definition 2: Let M be a function operating on a dataset D. The `2 sensitivity, ∆M w.r.t
D is the quantity

∆M = sup
D′

‖M(D)−M(D′)‖2

where D′ is a dataset that differs from D in a single row.

For functions M : Rn → Rd, the sensitivity is sup(x,y) ‖M(x) − M(y)‖2 where (x, y) are
pairs of adjacent inputs. With this notion, the main theorem of differential privacy can be
stated.

Theorem 1: Let M be a function operating on a dataset D as above, and let Z ∼

Laplace

(
ε

∆M

)
. Then M′ = M+ Z is differentially private in the sense of (1)

A proof of Theorem 1 can be found in [4], p.32. This additive perturbation approach using
Laplace distributed noise was the approach outlined in [8]. However other symmetric distri-
butions may be utilized, such as a Gaussian distribution, as was the approach in [10].

Theorem 2: Let ε ∈ (0, 1). For a constant c2 > 2log(1.25/δ) the function

M′(D) = M(D) +N
(
0, c∆M/ε

)
is (ε, δ) private in the sense of (2).

A proof of Theorem 2 can be found in [4], appendix A p.261. The requirement that the
noise distribution is symmetric may be dropped in certain applications, see [11] (def 3.4)
which utilizes a single exponential distribution. Such noise mechanisms may be useful when
the value of the output of M is directly tied to its utility; the parameters of the the noise
is dependent on a given utility function. An example given in [11] is that when determining
optimal auction pricing, very small changes in a price may lead to none, or all, offers being
accepted and so the noise is dependent on the value of M as well as ∆M.

5.3 Locally Private Analysis

In a revival of the ideas of Warner [10], Duchi et.al [1] developed a framework for locally
private analysis, where mechanisms for transforming data to satisfy an analogous view of
differential privacy are utilized to ensure privacy on a researcher level. The approach is to
provide a task-specific transform of the data (where as the additive noise model discussed
in section 6.2 applies to most any type of estimator, the α-private mechanisms in [1] will
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differ for each learning task), and then derive min/max optimal estimators for use on the
transformed data. The min/max risk here is defined by

inf
θ̂
sup
P

E(φ(θ(X1, ...Xn), θ(P )) (3)

where Xi is sampled from a distribution P ∈ P with P being some family of distributions
parametrized by θ, and φ is a metric on the parameter space of θ. This approach allows for
the added benefit of the estimators being constructed in such a way that they can compen-
sate for the noise added by the privacy mechanism, and as such provide faster convergence
compared to the additive noise models. The privacy channel is a conditional distribution Q
that allows for sequentially interactive samples, i.e for each privatization Xi → Zi we may
have (Xi, Z1, Z2, ..., Zi−1) → Zi. This interactivity allows for simpler development of optimal
estimators, and enables the usage of stochastic approximation schemes [30].

Definition 3: Let Xi ∈ X ,Zi ∈ Z be random variables and σ(Z) be an suitable sigma-field
on Z. For a given privacy parameter α, Zi is said to be an α-locally differentially private
view of Xi if

sup
S∈σ(Z)

Qi(Zi ∈ S|Xi = x,Z1 = z1, ..., Zi−1 = zi−1)

Qi(Zi ∈ S|Xi = x′, Z1 = z1, ..., Zi−1 = zi−1)
≤ eα

for all z1, ..., zi−1 and x, x′ ∈ X .

The above definition provides a convenient way of characterizing the behaviour of the mech-
anism Q, in that the largest difference in magnitude between the distribution of Q for two
observations x, x′ is bounded above by an exponential depending on α; this α then provides
a measure on the degree to which the distributions of the privatized samples are allowed to
deviate. The dependence of Zi on Z1, Z2, ..., Zi−1 reflects the sequential nature of the privacy
mechanism, in that the resulting privatized sample is dependent on the previously privatized
sample. In practice, definition 3 means that if one can construct such a mechanism Q, then
it can be applied as a transform on the original data, which then can be analysed through
traditional means. Additionally, if such a Q is developed that satisfies asymptotic min/max
in 3, then the resulting analysis would remain applicable to the original data. Such a mech-
anism would be developed based on the problem at hand; later a procedure is outlined that
provides an α-locally private mechanism suitable for d-dimensional mean estimation, which
will also be utilized for constructing an α-locally private generalized linear models in section
6.2.

As an example application, first consider the problem of d-dimensional mean estimation.
Given a sample from a distribution supported on a ball of radius r < ∞ in `p for p ∈ {1, 2},
the traditional estimator θ̂ = 1

n

∑n
i=0Xi with added Laplacian noise (here the Laplacian

noise is added to the raw data itself, rather than to the output of an estimator) does not
achieve min/max optimal convergence [1] (p.16); the convergence becomes dependent on the
square of the dimension of the sample, d2. The proposed privacy mechanisms increases the
convergence speed to a linear dependence on d; satisfying min/max optimality. One such
mechanism suitable for the d-dimensional mean estimation problems (as well as 1−sparse
mean estimation) is based on a locally private working of the Fano bound, and is a sampling
procedure that outputs an α-locally private view Z of a random variable X. This view is
unbiased in the sense that E(Z|X = x) = x. This mechanism is hereby referred to as the `∞
sampler, since it based on the `∞ norm.
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Algorithm 2: `∞-sampling procedure for α-local differential privacy

Input: Dataset of observations; a matrix X ∈ Rn×d

Parameters: Degree of privacy α ≥ 0

1. Compute the bound on the `∞ norm by setting ri = max(xi) for each row xi in X and
let r = max(ri).

2. For each xi, create a new vector x̂i with independently sampled coordinates given as

x̂ij =

{
r, with probability 1

2 +
xij

2r

−r, with probability 1
2 − xij

2r

(4)

3. Sample T ∼ Bernoulli(πα) where πα = eα

eα+1 , and for each row i set

Zi =

{
Unif(z ∈ [−B,B]d|z · x̂i ≥ 0), if T = 1

Unif(z ∈ [−B,B]d|z · x̂i < 0), if T = 0
(5)

where the parameter B is computed as

B = r
eα + 1

eα − 1
Cd

C−1
d =

2(1−d)
(

d−1
(d−1)/2

)
, for d odd

1

2d−1+ 1
2
( d
d/2

)

(
d−1
d/2

)
, for d even (6)

4. Return Z ∈ Rn×d as the α-locally private view of X.

Implementation of the above mechanism depends on the ability to generate samples from
both standard as well as more exotic distributions; such methods are discussed in more detail
in section 7.2. For the Bernoulli random variables required, inverse transform sampling is
suitable, and for generating uniform samples on the hypercube [−B,B]d conditional on the
euclidian product with x̂i, accept/reject based methods are suitable. Implementations of the
above procedures were constructed in the programming language Scala and are included in
the appendix.

6 Differential Privacy in Machine Learning Models
For machine learning (ml) models, where large detailed datasets may be crucial for good
performance, the issues of personal privacy become even more relevant. In fact, many ml
models are made usable simply from the existence of very large datasets, and predictive
models such as user-recommendation algorithms utilize personal data with the intent to
make suggestions more relevant to the user. Spotify utilizes ml models in their systems for
recommending new music to their user, with the input data being (among other things) their
listening history. Such models may be vulnerable to inversion attacks as was the case with
the Netflix challenge discussed in section 2, and the increasing use of such models means that
proper privacy protection in the models is a necessity, and should be implemented from an
early stage in the model construction. Below a traditional ml task is considered, constructing
a binary classifier. These are the type of models utilized in many user-recommendation
systems and are a key component in larger decision-making structures and as such are often
trained on personal data.
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6.1 Binary Classification Problem

A central problem in machine learning are classification problems. Given some data of dis-
crete, continuous or categorical type one seeks to classify an outcome into discrete categories
as a function of the data. An important special case is the binary classification, where and
outcome of type “yes/no“ is to be determined from the data. Traditional linear regression
methods are not applicable here, since the range of the outcome is discrete, and so Gaussian
error models are not appropriate. The approach is instead to treat the outcomes as obser-
vations of a Bernoulli variable Y with parameter p, and modelling the log-odds as a linear
function of the the data:

log
(

p

1− p

)
= θTX (7)

The relation in (7) gives
P (Y = 1|X) =

1

1 + e−θTX
(8)

as our model for Y . In a larger context, the model in 8 is an example of a generalized
linear model (GLM). Such models suppose dependent variable from an exponential family
distribution, that is a random variable Y with a density (or mass function) of the form

f(y; θ) = c(y)exp(θy − κ(θ)) (9)
where θ is known as the canonical parameter and c(.) and κ(.) are known deterministic func-
tions. (The above formulation is known as the canonical parametrization of the distribution
family ). For a dependent variable Y ∈ Rn belonging to a an exponential family, depending
on X ∈ Rk, a GLM is built for the conditional expectation

E(Y ; θ|X) = g−1(θTX)

where the function g(.) is known as the link function. It can be seen that with the parametriza-
tion in 9 that

E(Y ; θ) =
dκ

dθ
(θ) =: τ(θ)

and similarly that

Var(Y ; θ) =
d2κ

dθ2
(θ)

which implies that τ(.) is a monotone function of θ and so τ(θ) provides a one-to-one mapping
of the parameter space on the mean-value space. The inverse τ−1(.) is then well-defined and
referred to as the canonical link function. The link function serves as a mapping from the
mean value space to the real line, which is used to infer the linear predictor, i.e θTX. GLMs
do not require the assumption of Gaussian distributed errors, and as such are suitable for
dependent variables with restricted ranges (continuous or otherwise) and further allow for
non-constant variance in the dependent variable. In the case of binary logistic regression,
the link is the sigmoid function σθ(x) =

1

1+e−θT x
which is defined for all real x and its range

is (0, 1), allowing one to model the conditional probability parameter p as a function of any
real input variables. Several methods exist for estimating the coefficient vector θ, this work
makes use of traditional maximum-likelihood estimation. Other common methods include
utilizing quasi-likelihood methods [43] and Bayesian methods [36]. For a Bernoulli-distributed
observations y = (y1, y2, ..., yn), the likelihood function is found as

L(p, y) =

n∏
i=1

pyi(1− p)(1−yi)

and the corresponding log-likelihood function

l(θ, y) =

n∑
i=1

yilog(p) + (1− yi)log(1− p) (10)
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Since the binary classification model supposes p = σ(θTX), inserting the model in 10 yields
the following expression

l(θ, y) =

n∑
i=1

yilog(σ(θTxi)) + (1− yi)log(1− σ(θTxi)) (11)

where xi denotes the i:th row in the matrix x ∈ Rn×k, and parameter fitting is then performed
optimizing w.r.t θ ∈ Rk. This optimization is commonly performed using iteratively re-
weighted least squares to find an approximate solution to the normal equations or utilizing
a general optimization method for continuous functions such as a gradient descent method.
In this work, stochastic gradient descent is utilized, and private analogues are explored, see
sections 6.2 and 6.3.

6.2 Stochastic Gradient Descent

Stochastic gradient descent is a modification of the method of gradient descent to aid in con-
vergence speed for larger dataset were iterating over all available data points is not practically
feasible. The standard gradient descent algorithm is based on the observation that for any
real vector valued function f , the path of greatest increase at any point x is given by the di-
rection of the gradient Of(x), under the condition that f is differentiable in a neighbourhood
around x. As such, in order to find the minimum of f an iterative strategy is as follows: pick
a starting point x0 and proceed in the opposite path of the gradient:

xi+1 = xi − ηOf(xi) (12)

where η is a chosen step size. By instead moving in the direction of the gradient, the iteration
will converge to the maximum. This procedure will converge to the minimum value of f
under suitable conditions, namely that f is a convex function and the gradient Of is Lipshitz
continuous. In the case of 11, the gradient vector has elements

∂J

∂θj
=

n∑
i=0

(yi − σ(θTxi))xij (13)

The modification provided in stochastic gradient descent is in using a random sample
of the available points in estimating the gradient. When computing the gradient in the
traditional algorithm, all available data points are utilized in a single iteration of updating
the estimate in 12. For very large datasets, this imparts a significant computational cost for
each iteration; with the number of iterations being large to achieve sufficient convergence in
(12) this cost becomes unwieldy. The suggested approach in stochastic gradient descent is
to instead utilize only the value of the gradient computed over some subset of the available
data, and then update the parameter estimate. This allows the search to move significantly
faster through the parameter space, and in practice leads to faster convergence in many
machine learning applications. The subsets are known as lots and have a pre-chosen size L,
and are selected via uniform sampling, each lot being chosen with probability q = L/n. In
practice, this may be done by shuffling the input data before being fed into the algorithm
and then splitting it into n/L lots. Summarizing, the following algorithm for SGD for the
binary classification problem is obtained:
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Algorithm 3: Stochastic Gradient Descent for Binary Classification

Input: Dataset of observations X ∈ Rn×k

Parameters: Number of iterations T , lot size L, step size η

1. Initialize θ0 randomly.

2. For each 0 ≤ t ≤ T

(a) Sample L rows into a lot xt = {x1, x2, ..., xL}

(b) Compute the gradient g(xt, θt) with components gj(xt, θt) = 1
L

∑L
i=1

∂
∂θj

l(x
(i)
t , θt)

(c) Perform the update:
θt+1 = θt − ηg(xt, θt)

3. Return θT as the minimum

6.3 Differentially Private SGD

A key component of the work in [8] is the construction of a (ε, δ)-private SGD algorithm that
incorporates the privacy-preserving mechanisms in the optimizing of model parameters. As
mentioned above, SGD methods aim to use the path of steepest descent to guide the search for
the minimum of a function. Recalling that the main goal in differential privacy is to ensure
that the outcome of an algorithm is not too much dependent on any one data point, the
idea is to clip the gradient, so that it is bounded in magnitude and does not increase in any
direction too fast. Also, the algorithm makes use of an Gaussian additive noise mechanism
as discussed in 5.2. The full algorithm is presented below:

Algorithm 4: Differentially Private SGD (DPSGD)

Input: Dataset of observations X ∈ Rn×k

Parameters: Number of iterations T , privacy parameters ε, δ, norm bound C, step size η,
lot size L

1. Initialize θ0 randomly.

2. Compute the noise factor σ =
√
2log(1.25/δ)/ε

3. For each 0 ≤ t ≤ T

(a) Sample L rows from X uniformly into one batch xt = {x1, x2, ..., xL}
(b) Compute the gradient g(xt, θt) = Ol(xt, θt)

(c) Clip the gradient: G(xt) = g(xt)/min(1, ‖g(xt)‖2
C )

(d) Add noise: Ĝ(xt, θt) := G(xt, θt) +N (0, σ2C2Ik)
(e) Perform the update:

θt+1 = θt − ηĜ(xt, θt)

4. Return θT as the minimum
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The gradient estimate is computed component-wise by using equation 13, and is updated
once each component has been computed. Since the algorithm uses the current estimate at
iteration t for in computing each component, it is advised to save the values for θt+1 into a
buffer as they are being computed before updating the current estimate in step (d). It may
be advisable to use a normalizing factor when computing the gradient estimate to prevent
the common problem in ml models of diverging gradients that grow too large and cause
unstable estimation procedures. Commonly, one may use the estimate 1

nOl, normalizing by
the sample size (or the lot size L, in the case of batching). The step size η is chosen based
on performance and may be fine tuned as a hyper parameter with respect to a desired metric
in the final model. The variance of the Gaussian noise is chosen in such a way that the
resulting estimator of θ satisfies (ε, δ)-differential privacy. The above procedure is readily
applied to the parameter estimation problem in binary classification. A natural question
here is how the inclusion of gradient clipping affects the convergence of the algorithm; [10]
notes that although norm clipping is not traditionally employed for privacy reasons it is a
common technique for deep network learning. This norm bound C is selected as the median
of non-private gradients. In choosing the privacy parameters, [10] shows a stronger privacy
accounting procedure than had been known previously; it is shown in [4] that the additive
Gaussian mechanism satisfies (ε, δ) with respect to the lot Lj if the noise level is chosen as
σ =

√
2log 1.25

δ /ε. This gives an overall privacy level of O(qε, qδ). The work done in [10]
shows that for any ε < c1q

2T , by choosing our noise level as

σ ≥ c2q

√
T log 1

δ

ε

a level of privacy O(qεT, δ) is achieved; the existence of constants c1, c2 is proved in [10]. This
implies that for given δ, σ a suitable ε may be chosen as

ε :=
1

2

(
q2T + q

√
T log 1

δ

ε

)
(14)

under the above conditions.

The corresponding SGD algorithm utilizing α-locally private re-sampling is outlined below.
This procedure utilizes the `∞-resampling procedure (here denoted as Qα) as described in 5.3
to provide unbiased estimates of the locally private gradient vector; in other words, sampling

G(x, θ) ∼ Qα

(
Ol(x, θ)

)

such that E
(
G(X, θ)|X = x)

)
= Ol(x, θ).

Algorithm 5: α-Locally Differentially Private SGD (LPSGD)

Input: Dataset of observations X ∈ Rn×k

Parameters: Number of iterations T , privacy parameters α, step size η, lot size L

1. Initialize θ0 randomly.

2. For each 0 ≤ t ≤ T

(a) Sample L rows from X uniformly into one batch xt = {x1, x2, ..., xL}
(b) Compute the gradient estimate gt(x, θt) = Ol(xt, θt)
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(c) Apply the `∞ sampling procedure Qα to the gradient estimate

G(xt, θt) := Qα

(
gt(xt, θt)

)
(d) Perform the update:

θt+1 = θt − ηG(xt, θt)

3. Return θT as the minimum

Here the privatization procedure may be applied through a client-server relationship, see
for instance [33], where the raw data is kept on a separate server and the client performs the
descent computations by requesting the values of Qα(gt), thus the algorithm operating on
the data is kept blind to the raw data and only interacts with it through a privacy lens.

7 Methods & Implementations

7.1 Classifiers

Private and non-private classifiers, as discussed in section 6, were trained on data intended
to be typical of traditional ml application. This data consisted of height and weight with
category gender; positive real predictive variable with training/testing splits of the dataset at
70/30%. The evaluation of the models was done via classification errors; characterizing the
true/false positives and negatives as well as the overall predictive accuracy and distinction
ability. For many problems the acceptable rate of misclassification is contextually dependent.
For instance, in medical applications one might use the methods to classify subjects who are
susceptible to certain diseases. In that case, a higher rate of false positives may be acceptable;
the goal would be to maximize true positives. The model parameters may be fine tuned to
steer into either direction, depending on the application. Privacy parameters (ε, δ) were
chosen to provide an intermediate level of protection, as well as a high degree of privacy
while still lending itself to meaningful interpretation, and the norm-bound C in the DPSGD
algorithm was chosen again as the median of the non-private gradient estimates, computed
ahead of run time. Overall, the aim is to investigate the influence of privacy enforcing methods
on the quality of classifications and the behaviour of the models for different levels of privacy.

7.2 Sampling Strategies

In implementing the privacy strategies described above, it is necessary to sample from various
probability distributions. Both standard distributions with known properties, as well as case
specific distributions dependent on the data and privacy methods employed. In order to
provide a comprehensive view of the implementation of the methods involved in this work,
this section describes some common algorithms used to generate pseudo-random numbers.
At first we handle discrete uniform sampling, then extend these methods to more involved
procedures to generate samples from exotic distributions.

7.2.1 Congruential Generator

At the core of several commonly used sampling strategies, regardless of the complexity of the
sampled distribution, a uniform sampling procedure is often used as a starting point. One
of the most utilized algorithms for generating pseudo-random uniformly distributed numbers
is the linear congruential generator, which utilizes a starting integer seed x0 and generates a
sequence of numbers in a range from 0 to some large integer M using modular arithmetic.
The resulting sequence can then be scaled to any desired interval, by dividing through by M
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to yield [0, 1] distributed real numbers, which may be scaled to any real interval [a, b]. The
sequence is obtained by computing, for each i in 0, 1, 2, ..., n

xi = cxi−1 + d mod M

The resulting sequence generated and its viability as an approximation of a random uniformly
distributed integer sequence relies heavily on the parameters (c, d,M) used for the generation
of the sequence; the quality of such parameters may be evaluated by comparing to a baseline
uniform distribution using a distributional comparison test, such as the Kolmogorov-Smirnoff
test. In practice, many well established choices of parameters exist, see for instance [29], that
may be utilized depending on the nature of the implementation.

7.2.2 Inverse Transform Sampling

To generate samples from distributions more complex than the uniform distribution, one
common technique is inverse transform sampling. This technique is based on the observation
that for a random variable X with a probability distribution function FX , with a well defined
inverse F−1

X , if u ∼ U [0, 1] then F−1
X (u) ∼ X. A proof of this statement may be found in [32].

This fact, together with the above strategy for generating uniform numbers, suggest a strategy
for generating pseudo-random numbers according to a specific distribution function F : first
generating a uniform sample x, then applying the inverse F−1(x). For discrete distributions,
the inverse is defined using indicator functions; for instance sampling x ∼ Ber(p) is done
frequently in the privacy-preserving algorithms; this may be done by generating u ∼ U [0, 1]
and setting

x =

{
1 if u < p

0 else

In general, the outcome xi is given for u ∈ cdf
(
[xi, xi+1])

)
where cdf() denotes the cumulative

probability function of the discrete random variable to be generated.

7.2.3 Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)

For distributions that either lack an analytic form for the inverse, or where the expression
is simply computationally complex to be feasible in implementations, a common approach
is utilizing accept/reject methods; this is often done in combination with Monte Carlo type
simulations. This variant of distribution sampling is based on using Monte Carlo simula-
tions to sample from a Markov chain that has the desired distribution, (called the target
distribution), as a limiting distribution. The most common algorithm used in practice is the
Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, which aims to generate sampling from a target distribution
with density π(x) by starting from a current state xt, and sampling y from a trial transitional
distribution T (xt, y). Then the Metropolis-Hastings ratio is computed as

R(xt, y) =
π(y)T (y, xt)

π(xt)T (xt, y)
(15)

and the sample y is then accepted as being from the distribution π, if the ratio satisfies
u ≤ min(1, R(xt, y)) where u ∼ U [0, 1]. The intuition in this procedure can be gleamed by
observing that the ratio in (15) is large if π(y) > π(x) and T (y, xt) > T (xt, y); that is the
density of π is more focused around the new state y than the current x, and the transitional
distribution is more likely to move from state y to state xt than in the opposite direction. If
the trial distribution T is symmetric, i.e T (x, y) = T (y, x) the resulting ratio in 15 is greatly
simplified; this fact is exploited in the random walk MCMC technique. Then, the proposal
sample y is taken as y = xt + γ, where γ is sampled from gσ for σ a scaling parameter.
For instance, one can take γ ∼ U [−σ, σ] and fine-tune the choice of σ by investigating the
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auto-correlation rate of the output samples as well as the degree of exploration of the sample
space of the generated chain; for a thorough investigation of the convergence properties and
impact of scaling parameter choices see [31].

Algorithm 6 describes the process for applying a random walk MCMC to generate a size
n, d-dimensional sample using a uniform trial distribution for a desired target distribution
π. It includes what is called a burn-out step at the end, where the initial portion of samples
generated (which are unlikely to follow the desired distribution, as convergence have not been
reached) are discarded, and only the later samples are returned by the algorithm.

Algorithm 6: Random Walk MCMC

Input: Starting state x0 ∈ Rd

Parameters: Number of samples to be generated n, scaling parameter a, burnout period b

1. For each i in 0, 1, ..., n+ b

(a) Sample γi from U [−a, a]d and set y = xi + γi

(b) Evaluate R(y, xi) = π(y)/π(x)

(c) Generate u ∼ U [0, 1]. If u < min(1, R(y, xi)) set xi+1 = y, otherwise xi+1 = xi

2. Return xb, xb+1, ..., xn+b as a sample from π

For a standard Gaussian distribution in one dimension, the algorithm is particularly simple to
implement, since then R(y, x) = e−0.5(x2−y2); the uniform numbers are readily implemented
by a congruential generator described above, sampling from U [−a, a] by scaling U [0, 1] num-
bers x by 2ax− a.

8 Experiments

8.1 Traditional Mean Estimation & The Laplace Mechanism

As a starting point for the investigation of privacy-preserving mechanisms, it is illuminat-
ing to study the application of the additive noise mechanism using the symmetric Laplace
distributed noise as applied to the problem of single dimensional mean estimation. The min/-
max optimality of such procedures is proven in [1], showing that in terms of providing privacy
guarantees through distortion of the sampled data, the Laplace mechanism provides the least
negative impact on the quality of subsequent data analysis. The technique proposed in [8]
of noisy estimators is investigated first, where distributed noise is added to the computed
estimator with variance dependent on the sensitivity of the data. Further, this is compared
to the locally private approach of adding noise to the raw data before the estimator has been
computed. The data used here is an n = 500 sized sample of a simulated Gaussian distribu-
tion. The sensitivity ∆ of this sample is computed as the maximum “one held out“ difference
in the mean estimator, and the sampling from the Laplace distribution is performed by in-
verse transform sampling from the difference of two exponential distribution with mean ∆/ε;
the final noise component is then distributed as Laplace(∆/ε). The values of ε are varied
from low to high degrees of privacy, [1, 0.25, 0.15] and the locally private estimator has degree
of privacy α = 0.5, corresponding to intermediate levels of privacy. The noise added to the
locally private data with dispersion α/2T where T = (nα2)

1
2k . k here is chosen so that for

data sampled from X, we have E(Xk) < ∞; here k = 2 suffices. Figure 4 shows the resulting
MSE when comparing each method to the raw data mean estimate for the different levels of
privacy. The effects of significant levels of privacy is a notably higher variance in the size of
the MSE, indicating the need for significantly larger sample sizes to achieve similar accuracy.
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Figure 4: The MSE in single-dimensional mean estimation as a function of sample size for
different levels of privacy, using ε-differentially private additive-noise mechanisms as well as
α-locally private noise.

8.2 Convergence of d-dimensional Mean Estimates

This section aims to compare the effectiveness of performing d-dimensional mean estimation
using traditional and private methods. Here, the usage of both additive noise estimators as
well as locally private estimators is compared; in particular the min/max optimal qualities of
such locally private estimators as discussed in [1] is investigated. As an example application,
Duchi et. al [1] considered hospital admissions related to drug use, which is a vital but highly
sensitive statistic for medical research. The data contains information on admissions due to
a number of different drugs; out of these d = 27 are selected by the researchers to investigate.
For each admission, described by a vector X ∈ Rd, the usage of drug i is denoted by Xi = 1
and 0 else. As each admission often involve several different drugs, the total proportion of
each drug used is recorded over the sample.

The assumptions going in to this analysis is that while frequencies are to be matched to
the empirical data, there is no assumption that any individuals admitted are more likely to
have used certain drugs; most notably it is not assumed that there is any correlation between
use frequencies. In practice this assumption may be violated and should be considered before
utilizing the results of any analysis. For such datasets, the mean is of interest for predictive
purposes; medical procedures may be tailored to be able to respond to the most common drug
related admittances and the inclusion of privacy-preserving mechanisms is a given due to the
nature of the data. In this experiment, the data is recreated by simulating samples from a
such a distribution, with total usage frequencies arbitrarily selected. The data is generated
as n vectors Xi ∈ {0, 1}d, using the following procedure: 1) Given number of samples, the
dimension d and a d-dimensional vector of proportions p = (p1, p2, ..., pd), generate n empty
sample vectors of dimension d, for an n×d matrix. 2) For each column j representing a drug,
pick an index (i, j) according to a uniform distribution. If the value at the index is 0 set it to
1, and increase a counter. When a column has had pj of its elements changed to 1 it is com-
pleted and the procedure moves to the next sample. 3) Repeat d times to obtain a full sample.
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Figure 5: The `∞-norm of the error in multidimensional mean estimation as a function of
sample size for different levels of privacy. Orange depicts the addition of Laplace distributed
noise, and blue shows the min/max optimal sampler suggested in [1]. The black line shows
the theoretical lower bound for the optimal sampler, and the red line depicts the non-private
sample mean estimate.

A sample of n = 1000 such data points was generated, and the traditional sample mean
was computed from the full dataset to obtain a baseline estimate θ̂ as a standard for compar-
ison. The measure of convergence was then ‖θ̂−θ∗i ‖∞ where θ∗i denotes the mean estimate for
method i. Along with the theoretical min/max optimal convergence rate for the L∞-sampling
scheme, the methods included are the L∞-sampling scheme as discussed in 5.3, locally private
additive Laplace noise, as well as the non-private sample mean. The results are visible in
figure 5.

As is visible, the l∞ sampling scheme provides significantly faster convergence as well
has having notably lower variance; the min/max optimal convergence rate is attained within
10−2 for large sample sizes and for reasonably large sample sizes (n ≈ 500) is within 10−1 of
the best case non-private estimate. This experiment displays how the additive Laplace-noise
approach, while providing significant privacy protection, also degrades the quality of the
estimator significantly. The experiment also verifies the claim that in the min/max optimal
sense there exist methods that provide significantly higher accuracy.

8.3 Differentially Private Binary Classifier

In constructing a binary classifier for machine learning tasks, some standard considerations
must be addressed. In utilizing stochastic gradient descent for optimizing the log-loss (10),
the gradient was estimated from a batch size of L = 0.01N on each iteration, with the intent
to achieve a faster exploration of the parameter space to aid in convergence. The step size
η was chosen as 10−5 by cross-validation with respect to the predictive accuracy for the
model built on the full training dataset. The randomness of the SGD, as well as in the noise
generated for the Gaussian mechanism were achieved using the linear congruential generator
with parameters (232, 22695477, 1) and using the MCMC random walk approach discussed
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in section 7.2 to obtain N (0, 1) samples that can be rescaled to the privacy enforcing noise
level. The dataset utilized was provided by Mustafa Ali via Kaggle.com, consisting of height
and weight data of individuals in inches and pounds/lbs, categorized by gender; setting 1 if
the subject is male, 0 else. Such predictive models may be relevant in medical applications,
where personal medical details might be used to predict if an individual is at risk for a certain
disease or condition. Here privacy is a considerable concern, so having such a dataset as a
base application is appropriate. The main algorithms are as discussed in 6.2 and 6.3; both
approaches were utilized for comparative purposes. The aim of the experiments is to develop
models using both low and high degrees of privacy, and examine how this impact the quality
of the predictive models; especially in regards to the sample size required to reach particular
levels of accuracy.

Each method is analyzed through the confusion matrix characterizing true and false neg-
atives and positives, as well as plotting the ROC curve along with the predictive accuracy
considered as a function of sample size. The accuracy was measured by performing a 70/30%
training/testing split of the original dataset of N = 7000 measurements pairs & their corre-
sponding categories and evaluating the predictive performance of the model on the testing
data. The effects of varying the privacy parameters is the main object of interest in this com-
parison; in particular to quantify the loss of accuracy as a function of the degree of privacy.
Since each method involves some degree of stochastic behaviour, each model parameter-
estimate was computed 100 times, and the results were averaged; this helps gauge the overall
performance of each method more accurately, accounting for randomization. With the pos-
sible medical applications of these methods, the possible false positive and false negative
misclassification errors of the model are of particular concern; this is investigated by exam-
ining the ROC curve for the ratio of true positive identifications versus false positives.

In comparing the (ε, δ)-differentially private with α-locally private re-sampling based tech-
niques, there are several points of consideration. The level of privacy enforced, (sometimes
referred to in the literature as privacy accounting [10]), is estimated using measures appro-
priate for each approach. For the differentially private classifier the relation in 14 allows
the user to enforce the level of privacy either in terms of ε, or the noise scaling σ. Here,
the second approach was used, choosing a noise scale σ and computing the relevant privacy
accounting via 14. The parameter δ measures how much from ε-differential privacy the user
allows the model to deviate, and should be chosen to be small if high degrees of privacy is
desired, and can be used to fine-tune the model to obtain acceptable levels of accuracy in
performance. The gradient clipping bound involved in the noise scaling may be computed
in advance of model training; in this experiment the parameter was chosen as the median
of gradient estimates over a trial run on the full training dataset; another approach may
be to set it as a hyper-parameter of the model and perform cross-validation to optimize its
value with respect to a desired measure. Figure 6 shows the results of the model trained
using the (ε, δ)-differentially private algorithm in the DPSGD algorithm. For the low-privacy
model, the parameters used were δ = 0.1, σ = 0.05, which yields ε = 15.67 and a norm
bound C = 51.05. The high privacy model was trained using δ = 10−4, σ = 0.2 which yields
ε = 8.09 in the privacy accounting in 14.

The locally private classifier, which depends only on a single parameter α, applies its re-
sampling procedure at every iteration of the gradient estimation, which significantly increases
computation time in contrast with the (ε, δ)-differentially private model. Applying the re-
sampling scheme described in algorithm 5 involves generating for each row of a dataset,
two Bernoulli distributed random variables as well as a uniform distribution over a sample-
dependent hyper surface. While Bernoulli random variables are readily implemented by an
inverse function transform as described in 7.2, generating samples from the appropriate hy-
persurface is more challenging, and is here done via rejection sampling; first generating a
sample z ∼ U [−B,B]d and then accepting the sample if the Euclidian product < z, x̂ > is
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positive or negative depending on a Bernoulli sample, else generate a new z. While straight-
forward in implementation, the introduction of this accept/reject clause can cause significant
increases in computation time since it cannot be predicted how many iterations may be re-
quired to generate sufficiently many samples. Since the perturbation of individual data pairs
may be detrimental to the validity of fitting a generalized linear model to the data, the locally
private mechanism is applied to the gradient estimate; in effect rendering a similar process to
DPSGD, although with a vastly different approach to privacy. The nature of the resampling
is significantly different and the behaviour of the models, in particular when considered as
functions of the privacy parameter(s), is substantially different.

The results for the model evaluation for the DPSGD is presented figure 6. For low levels
of privacy the additive noise does not seem to interfere significantly with the quality of the
estimates; the initial error being on the order of 10−2, and converging rapidly with increases
sample size. The classification prowess of the low-privacy model is strong, achieving > 90%
correct positive classification for less than 8% false positives; additionally the model reaches
and AUC value of 75%. The model reaches a predictive accuracy of ∼ 94%; a range which is
reached for one third of the full sample size and is maintained as the sample size is increased.
Comparing these results to that of the high-privacy model, the effect of greater estimator
obfuscation is visible, in particular with regard to the errors. These errors are increased
significantly in both absolute size with greater overall variance, and decreasing convergence
speed. The classification power of the full model is similarly affected, with the AUC falling
to 69%. The interaction between the different privacy parameters is crucial here, as the
predictive quality of the model may be greatly affected by altering either one of ε, δ or the
norm bound C. The degree of obfuscation that is desired must here be weighed against
the stability and usefulness of the finished model. The predictive accuracy is in particular
affected here, as it is heavily volatile when compared to the low-privacy model, as well as
converging slower; the model reaches a final predictive accuracy of 91% for the full sample size.

The results of the LPSGD based model is seen in figure 7; the results of comparing low
and high levels of privacy for the `∞-norm based α-locally private SGD algorithm. Lower
levels of privacy was correspond to α = 1, and the higher privacy models was trained with
α = 0.1. While the low privacy model shows similar categorizing ability to the DPSGD algo-
rithm, being able to attain a > 90% true positive rating with a < 10% false positive rating,
there is a notably larger variance in the errors, indicating a slower convergence in the param-
eter estimate. Overall the locally private approach in algorithm 5 seems have greater issue
with individual parameter estimates, as compared to the DPSGD, though this is difficult to
draw strong conclusions from due to the slightly different role of α v.s the ε, δ pair in enforcing
privacy. Decreasing α to 0.5 (and thereby increasing the level of privacy) leads to a signif-
icant decrease in the parameter estimation errors; notably decreasing the convergence rate
and showing larger volatility across sample sizes. This carries over to an overall less useful
predictive model which obtains an AUC of 0.35, indicating a reversed model might be more
useful, each positive value assigned by the model being interpreted as a negative. The most
revealing difference in the effect of the privacy parameters are visible in the graphs depicting
predictive accuracy as a function of the sample size; these show that the low privacy model
converges in accuracy for a sample size that is about one seventh of the high privacy model.
These graphs illustrate the most common effect to be wary of when using privacy-preserving
methods (as well as its “solution“), in that larger sample sizes are required to obtain the same
level of accuracy as models with low to no privacy protection. As visible in figure 6, for low
levels of privacy the sample `∞-error is below 5× 10−2 for all n, with errors decreasing with
sample size, as expected. The low privacy ROC curve indicates that the full model is capable
of distinguishing true positives with an accuracy of 90% for false positives of less than 10%.

The two approaches to privacy-enforcing classification modelling both show promise in
that, at least for lower levels of privacy, the predictive accuracy is within reasonable levels,
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Figure 6: Composite figure of model performance evaluations; errors in parameter estimates
as measured by the `∞ norm of the difference between the model trained on the full training
set versus truncated sets, as well as ROC curves and The lower graphs depict the predictive
accuracy of the model as a function of increasing sample size, using the optimal decision
boundary found depicted in the upper section.
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meaning that for many applications adequate gains can be reached via statistical modelling
while preserving a degree of privacy. For higher levels of privacy however, it seems that the
models validity depends to high degree on the information and data available and to what
extent the accuracy of the model is required.

9 Summary
In the modern age of big data and the mass quantity of personal data available to private
companies and governments alike, the question of privacy is central to the future of data
analytics and personal integrity. As privacy is not a topic that is native to quantitative
approaches such as statistical analysis, developing privacy as a mathematical framework is
crucial to guaranteeing the ethical and lawful use of personal data in any field. The current
state of privacy protection in stored data is strong, with many methods available depending
on the nature and structure of the data to be safeguarded. Companies and researchers who
handle personal data can (and should) implement basic pseudonymization procedures to en-
sure that personal information is not compromised in the event of a data breach. Further
protection such as enforcing k-anonymity and its derivative methods provides greater secu-
rity at the expense of accuracy in stored information and computational cost. For private
data analysis, the overall conclusion is inevitably that the introduction of privacy-preserving
mechanisms may have a significant impact on the quality of the analysis to be performed;
such mechanisms either decreasing the accuracy of predictive models or decreasing the con-
vergence speed of computed statistics. This would in practice mean that a significantly larger
sample size is required to reach the same conclusions as the non-private version. For classic
single dimensional mean estimation, the introduction of even mild privacy protection had a
noticeable impact on the convergence of computed statistic, and at the very least increasing
the sample sizes required by 10 in the worst case for moderate privacy requirements. For
the multidimensional mean estimation problem the reduction in convergence speed is much
more noticeable and clearly demonstrates the drawbacks that a naive privacy mechanism may
have. The alternative α-locally private mechanism, while significantly better in terms of con-
vergence and accuracy, still decreases the effective sample size by 103. The binary classifiers
using private optimization procedures tell a similar story; increasing the level of privacy in the
DPSGD model decreased the effective sample size w.r.t accuracy by a factor of 10−1 as well
as increasing the sample error by a factor of 103 in the worst case. Here, the LPSGD model
behaves similarly overall, though with increasing errors as a function of sample size even for
lower levels of privacy, implying some instability in the estimation procedure. This may be
due to the relatively complex interaction between the privacy-enforcing sampling procedure
and the volatile nature of SGD optimiation; further experimentation with parameters and
normalization procedures may remedy this instability.

The complexity of some the privacy mechanisms discussed in this work and their imple-
mentation mean that in order to ensure quality data analysis in a privacy-preserving context
it may be necessary to put significant effort to the building and implementation of privacy
mechanisms. In order for these methods to reach wide-spread utilization, a combination
of theoretical research and development of optimal privacy mechanisms must be done, and
due to the significant effort involved in their implementation, APIs geared towards privacy-
preserving data science are required.
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Figure 7: Composite figure of model performance evaluations; errors in parameter estimates
as measured by the `∞ norm of the difference between the model trained on the full training
set versus truncated sets, as well as ROC curves. The lower graphs depict the predictive
accuracy of the model as a function of increasing sample size, using the optimal decision
boundary found depicted in the upper section.
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Appendix: Code

11.1 Databricks Notebooks

The full implementation of the pseudonomymization procedure discussed in 3.0.1 is available
at

11.2 Utility Functions

//IMPORT LIBRARIES
import scala . util .Random

// COMPUTE BINOMIAL COEFFICIENT
// INPUT: n, k
// OUTPUT: Binomial coefficent choose(n,k)
def choose(n: Integer , k: Integer ): Integer = {

i f (k == 0){
return(1)

}
else i f (2∗k > n){

return(choose(n, n−k))
}
else{

var e = n − k + 1
for( i <− 2 to k){

e ∗= (n − k + i )
e /= i

}
return(e)

}
}

// COMPUTE THE DOTPRODOCT OFTWOVECTORS
def dotprod(x: Array[Double] , y: Array[Double]) = {

x.map(t => t∗y(x.indexOf(t ))).sum
}

// COMPUTE THE SIGMOID FUNCTION
def sigmoid(x: Double) = {

1/(1+math.exp(−x))
}

// COMPUTE THENORMAL DENSITY
// INPUT: x: Values to evaluate density for , mean: mean value , vari : variance
// OUTPUT: The values of the N(mean, vari) density along x
def normDensity(x: Array[Double] , mean: Double, vari : Double) = {

val fac = 1/math. sqrt(2∗math.Pi∗vari)
x.map(t => math.exp(−0.5∗math.pow(t−mean,2)/vari)∗fac)

}

// COMPUTE THE MEAN VALUES OVERCOLUMNS
// INPUT: x: Matrix of doubles
// OUTPUT: Vector of mean values , computed for each column
def colmeans(x: Array[Array[Double ] ] ) : Array[Double] = {

val n = x. length
val k = x(0). length
val out = Array.ofDim[Double](k)
for( i <− 0 to n−1){

for( j <− 0 to k−1){
out( j ) += x( i )( j )

}
}
return(out.map( i => i /(n.toDouble)))

}

//COMPUTE THE L2 NORM
def norm2(x: Array[Double]) = {

math. sqrt(x.map(t => t∗t ).sum)
}

//COMPUTE THE L−INF NORM
def inf (x: Array[Double] ) : Double = {

return(maxval(x.map(t => math. sqrt(t∗t ))))
}

// COMPUTE THE MEANVALUE OF AN ARRAY OF DOUBLES
def meanval(x: Array[Double] ) : Double = {

var sum = 0.0
val n = x. length
for( i<− 0 to n−1){

sum = sum + x( i )
}
return(sum/n.toDouble)

}

// COMPUTE THE VARIANCE OF AN ARRAY OF DOUBLES
def variance(x: Array[Double] ) : Double = {

val n = x. length .toDouble
val mu = meanval(x)
val mu2 = math.pow(mu,2)
val vari = x.map(t => math.pow(t − mu,2)).sum
return(vari/(n−1))

}
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// FIND THEMAXIMUMVALUE OF AN ARRAY OF DOUBLES
def maxval(x: Array[Double] ) : Double = {

var tmp = x(0)
for( i <− 0 to x. length−1){

i f (x( i ) > tmp)
tmp = x( i )

}
return(tmp)

}

//COMPUTE THE L−INFINITY NORMDIFFERENCE
def infnorm(x: Array[Double] , y: Array[Double]) = {

var tmp = Array.ofDim[Double](x. length)
for( i <− 0 to x. length−1){

tmp( i ) = math.pow(x( i)−y( i ) ,2)
}
math. sqrt(maxval(tmp))

}

// COMPUTE THE SENSITIVTY
def sensitivity (x: Array[Double] , f : Array[Double] => Double): Double = {

val n = x. length
var sens = Array.ofDim[Double](n)
var y = Array.ofDim[Double](n−1)
for( i <− 1 to n−2){

y = x. sl ice (0 , i ) ++ x. sl ice ( i+1,n)
sens( i ) = math.abs( f (x)−f (y))

}
return(maxval(sens))

}

// PREDICTION FUNCTION FOR BINARY CLASSIFIER
def predict(x: Array[Array[Double] ] , coeff : Array[Double] , r : Double): Array[Double] = {

var buffer = Array.ofDim[Double](x. length , x(0). length ).map(k => Array(1d to k. length by 1 : _∗))
var out = Array.ofDim[Double](x. length)
var z = 0.0
for( i <− 0 to x. length−1){

z = sigmoid(x( i ).map(t => t∗coeff (x( i ) . indexOf(t ))).sum)
i f (z > r){

out( i ) = 1.0
}

}
return(out)

}

// COMPUTE THE CONFUSION MATRIX
// PARAMETERS: x: Predictor data, y: Response data
// OUTPUT: Vector of doubles : Accuracy, TPR, FPR, TNR, FNR
def getAccuracy(x: List [Double] , y: java . util . List [Double] ) : Array[Double] = {

val n_count = x. size
var t_pos = 0.0
var f_pos = 0.0
var t_neg = 0.0
var f_neg = 0.0

for( i <− 0 to n_count−1){
i f (x( i ) == y. get( i )){

i f (x( i)==1.0){
t_pos +=1

}
else{

t_neg +=1
}

}
else i f (x( i ) == 1.0){

f_pos += 1
}
else i f (x( i ) == 0.0){

f_neg += 1
}

}
val ACC = (t_pos + t_neg)/(t_pos + t_neg + f_pos + f_neg)
val TPR = t_pos/(t_pos + f_neg)
val FPR = f_pos/(f_pos + t_neg)

val TNR = t_neg/(f_pos + t_neg)
val FNR = f_neg/(f_neg + t_pos)
return(Array(ACC.toDouble, TPR.toDouble, FPR.toDouble, TNR.toDouble, FNR.toDouble))

}

//NUMERICAL INTEGRATION USING TRAPEZOIDMETHODFOR NON−UNIFORM GRIDS
//INPUT: x: x−axis values , y: function values
//OUTPUT: Area beneath curve y
def trapezoid(x: Array[Double] , y: Array[Double] ) : Double = {

val N = y. length
var f_sum = 0.0
var dx = 0.0

for( i <− 1 to N−1){
dx = −(x( i ) − x( i−1))
f_sum = f_sum + dx∗(y( i ) + y( i−1))/2.0

}
return(f_sum)

}

11.3 Statistical Functions
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// COMPUTE THE MEANVALUE OF AN ARRAY
def meanval(x: Array[Double] ) : Double = {

var sum = 0.0
val n = x. length
for( i<− 0 to n−1){

sum = sum + x( i )
}
return(sum/n.toDouble)

}

// COMPUTE THEMAXIMUMVALUE IN AN ARRAY
def maxval(x: Array[Double] ) : Double = {

var tmp = x(0)
for( i <− 0 to x. length−1){

i f (x( i ) > tmp)
tmp = x( i )

}
return(tmp)

}

// COMPUTE THE SAMPLE VARIANCE OF AN ARRAY
def variance(x: Array[Double] ) : Double = {

val n = x. length .toDouble
val mu = meanval(x)
val mu2 = math.pow(mu,2)
val vari = x.map(t => math.pow(t − mu,2)).sum
return(vari/(n−1))

}

11.4 Random Number Generation & Samplers

// LINEAR CONFRUENTIALGENERATORWITH BORLAND C/C++PARAMETERS
def congen(x0: Double, n: Integer ): Array[Double] = {

val a = 22695477.0 //Multiplier
val b = 1.0 //Increment
val M = math.pow(2,32) //Modulus
val buffer = Array.ofDim[Double](2∗n)
buffer(0) = x0
for( i <− 1 to 2∗(n−1)){

buffer( i ) = (buffer( i−1)∗a + b)%M
}
return(buffer . sl ice (n, 2∗n−1).map(t => t/M))

}

// LAPLACE SAMPLER
def laplace(n: Integer , beta : Double): Array[Double] = {

val lambda = 1/beta
var y1 = Array.ofDim[Double](n).map(t => scala . util .Random.nextDouble)
var y2 = Array.ofDim[Double](n).map(t => scala . util .Random.nextDouble)
var e1 = y1.map(t => (−(1/lambda)∗math. log(t/lambda)))
var e2 = y2.map(t => (−(1/lambda)∗math. log(t/lambda)))
val lapl = e1.map(t => t − e2(e1. indexOf(t )))
return( lapl )

}

// BERNOULLI DISTRIBUTION BER(p) SAMPLER
def ber(p: Double): Double = {

val x = scala . util .Random.nextDouble
i f (x < p){

return(1.0)
}

return(0.0)
}

// UNIFORM [a,b] SAMPLER
def unif(n: Integer , a: Double, b: Double): Array[Double] ={

var buff = Array.ofDim[Double](n)
for( i <− 0 to n−1){

buff( i ) = (b−a)∗scala . util .Random.nextDouble + a
}
return(buff)

}

// NORMAL DISTRIBUTION SAMPLING USING MCMCRANDOMWALKWITH SCALING PARAMETER a ABDBURNOUT PERIOD b
def normsamp(n: Integer , a: Integer , b: Integer ): Array[Double] = {

val N = n + b
val eps = congen(scala . util .Random.nextDouble, N).map(t => 2∗a∗t−a)
val U = congen(scala . util .Random.nextDouble, N)
var buffer = Array.ofDim[Double](N)
var y_prop = 0.0
var r = 0.0
//MCMC
for( i <− 1 to N−1){

y_prop = buffer( i−1) + eps( i−1)
r = math.min(1 , math.exp(−0.5∗(y_prop∗y_prop − buffer( i−1)∗buffer( i−1))))
i f (U( i−1) < r){

buffer( i ) = y_prop
}
else{

buffer( i ) = buffer( i−1)
}

}
return(buffer . sl ice (b,N))

}

// L−INFINITY RESAMPLER
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// INPUT: X: Matrix of data to be used in resampling
// PARAMETERS: alpha: Degree of privay
// OUTPUT: Matrix of samples from the locally private view of X
def l_inf_samp(X: Array[Array[Double] ] , alpha: Double): Array[Array[Double ] ] = {

val n = X. length
val d = X(0). length
val samples = Array.ofDim[Double](n, d)
var sample = Array.ofDim[Double](d)

//Temporary variables
var x_tmp = Array.ofDim[Double](n)
var x_hat = Array.ofDim[Double](d)
var y = 0.0
var p = 0.0
var r = 0.0
//Computations
var C = 0.0
var B = 0.0
var T_alph = 0.0
var pi_alph = math.exp(alpha)/(math.exp(alpha) + 1)
var accept = false
var dot = 0.0
var z = Array.ofDim[Double](d)
val A = math.pow(2 ,(d−1))

i f (d%2 == 1){
C = (1/A)∗choose(d−1, (0.5∗(d−1)).toInt)

} else{
C = 1/(A+0.5∗choose(d, (0.5∗d). toInt))∗choose(d−1, (0.5∗d). toInt)

}

for( j <− 0 to n−1){
x_tmp = X( j )
x_hat = Array.ofDim[Double](d)
r = inf (x_tmp)

for( i <− 0 to d−1){
p = 0.5 + x_tmp( i )/(2.0∗r) //∗(r + ( i f (r==0) 1.0 else 0.0)))
y = ber(p)
x_hat( i ) = ( i f (y==1.0) r else 0.0) − ( i f (y==0.0) r else 0.0)

}

B = 2∗(1/C)∗r∗((math.exp(alpha)+1)/(math.exp(alpha)−1))
T_alph = ber(pi_alph)
accept = false

while (! accept){
z = unif(d, −B, B)
dot = dotprod(z , x_hat)
i f ((dot >= 0)&&(T_alph == 1)){

sample = z
accept = true

}
else i f ((dot <= 0)&&(T_alph == 0)){

sample = z
accept = true

}
}

samples( j ) = sample
}
return(samples)

}

11.5 SGDs
// DIFFERNTIALLY PRIVATE SGD FOR BINARY CLASSIFIER
// PARAMETERS: X: Predictor , y: Response, delta : privacy paramter, sigma: noise parameter, normbound,
// T: number of epochs , q: Lot ratio , h: step size
// OUTPUT: Vector of coefficients

def DPSGD(x: Array[Array[Double] ] , y: Array[Double] , delta : Double, sigma: Double, normbound: Double, T: Integer , q: Double,
h: Double): Array[Double] = {

val k = x(0). length
// GD parameters
val n = y. length
val L = (q∗n). toInt

//Privacy Accounting
val eps = (q∗q∗T + q∗math. sqrt(T∗math. log(1.0/delta))/sigma)/2
val C = normbound

//Initialize Counting & Temp Variables
var n_iters = 0
var z = 0.0
var r = 0

//Gradient computing
var grad_t = Array.ofDim[Double](k)
var grad_clip = Array.ofDim[Double](k)
var grad_mod = Array.ofDim[Double](k)

//Theta Estimates
var theta = Array.ofDim[Double](k)

// GD optimization for theta
while(n_iters < T){

//Compute k grad components
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for( j <− 0 to k−1){
z = 0.0
//Sum over L random rows
for ( i <− 0 to L−1){

r = scala . util .Random. nextInt(n) //Randomizes the batch
z = z + (y(r) − sigmoid(dotprod(x(r ) , theta)))∗x(r)( j )∗(1/L.toDouble)

}
//Normalize the gradient component
grad_t( j ) = z

}

//Clip the gradient vector
grad_clip = grad_t.map(t => t/(math.max(1 , norm2(grad_t)/C)))

//Add Noise
grad_mod = grad_clip .map(t => t + scala . util .Random.nextGaussian∗(sigma∗sigma∗C∗C))

//Descent
for( i <− 0 to k−1){

theta( i ) = theta( i ) + grad_mod( i )∗h
}
n_iters += 1

}
return(theta)

}

// LOCALLY PRIVATE SGD FOR BINARY CLASSIFIER
// PARAMETERS: x: Predictor , y: Response, alpha: privacy parameter, h: stepsize ,
// T: number of iterations
// OUTPUT: Vector of coefficients
def LPSGD(x: Array[Array[Double] ] , y: Array[Double] , alpha: Double, h: Double, T: Integer ): Array[Double] = {

// GD parameters
val n = y. length
val k = x(0). length
var n_iters = 0
var theta_new = Array.ofDim[Double](k)
var theta_old = Array.ofDim[Double](k)
var grad_trans = Array.ofDim[Double](k)
var grad = Array.ofDim[Double](k)
var z = 0.0

// GD optimization for theta
while(n_iters < T){

for( i <− 0 to k−1){
z = 0.0
for( j <− 0 to n−1){

z = z + x( j )( i )∗(y( j ) − sigmoid((dotprod(theta_old, x( j )))))∗(1/n.toDouble)
}
grad( i ) = z

}
grad_trans = l_inf_samp(Array(grad) ,alpha)(0)
for( i <− 0 to k−1){

theta_new( i ) = theta_old( i ) + grad_trans( i )∗alpha
}
theta_old = theta_new
n_iters += 1

}
return(theta_new)

}
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